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That mothers come in all shapes and sizes is true, and 
throughout time they have been described in a variety of ways. 
Some mothers are as big and stern as battleships; others are 
as dainty and soft-spoken as furry mice; Hhl l e f>tl11 others 
are as loud and overbearing as steaming l ocomotives . I 
can't deny the fact that, on the whole, mothers are a strange 
breed. They were created-thank goodness- in such a delight
fully intricate way that they can feel and experience things 
with their offsprings like no father, grandparent, relative 
or friend-however close-could be so fortunate to endure. 
But, in all honesty, I must confess that no situation brings 
out a mother's true personality like taking her child to the 
photographer. 

I am a mother that approaches a trip to the photographer in 
an organized, logical manner-at least it seems organized 
and logical to me. If I can get my two-year-old son, Macky, 
to the local department store's photography studio before 
an unsightly scuff appears on the toes of his shiny brown 
shoes, before his navy-blue corduroys turn green from 
carpet lint, or-most importantly-before a new bruise or 
abrasion from a misdirected step spoils his picture-perfect 

. forehead, I feel almost triumphant. 

Allow me to give you an idea of the photo-flashing experience 
. Macky and I had just last week. After nodding a very mat
ter-of-fact, yet cordial "hello" to the young, female 
photographer, I promptly surveyed my son's attire. With. 
precision-like movement, I re-tucked his shirt, pulled up his 
nowblulsh-green trousers, re-centered his belt, and-oh yes
gave a final pat to the defiant crop of blond hair at his 
crown. "Ah, such organization," I praised myself, while 
gently placing Macky on the table in front of the camera. 
"Wha t? What is this? Nacky is crying. Now this certainly is 
not part of my well-developed plan," I muttered. With two 
little arms clutching my neck , I half-turned to the waiting 



photographer. "He is frightened," I mumbled. "You see, 
this behavior is quite typical of children Macky's age. 
According to the psychologist Erik Erikson, my son is just 
going through the 'sense of autonomy versus shame and doubt' 
stage of development," I babbled in a feeble attempt to 
explain his behavior. "As Macky's mother, I want him to know 
tha t I understand ani accept his feelings. May we just move 
to the side and let another child have his picture taken now?" 
I begged off the staring photographer. 

Once out of the picture-so to speak-I held Macky close. Ani, 
in a tense and much too loud voice, I explained to my quivering 
son what was taking place before him. As we watched the 
proceedings, my level of anxiety grew to such proportion that 
I found myself actually shouting encouragement like "Oh, that 
will be a really good picture" to the mother whose child was 
being photographed. When Macky's turn for pictures came 
again, I became so totally engrossed in the situation that 
each ,time the photographer yelled, "Big smile, now," I would 
smile ear to ear. By the time the camera was finished focusing 
on my son, he was calm and playful, and I-heaven help me-was 
~ordering on hysteria; my once orderly self had become 
completely unraveled. 

I feel compelled to tell you, by sheer grace, I survived the 
picture-taking ordeal. Now in retrospect, I must chuckle, 
"Take heart) mothers ... your actions at the photographer.'s may 
seem peculiar and even a bit silly to some, but rest assured 
that lOur behavior, like mine, is motivated by love- genuine 
love. 

Phyllis McAfee 
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Dinner had just been served when Uncle Jim opened the 
door and excitedly announced that he wanted us to meet 
Jack, a new member of our family. I turned and saw him 
standing close by my uncle's side. Jack, with head 
slightly bowed, was escorted around the huge oak table 
and introduced first to one and then another. His body, 
although slender from too little food, seemed to spring 
to life as he viewed his adopted family and new home. 
From this brief. meeting, I sensed a warm feeling of 
friendship for him. In retrospect, I can honestly say 
that Jack was my first case of "puppy love." 

As the years passed, Jack was more that the object of 
my affection. He was my mentor. From his awareness of 
our surroundings, I learned to take time to watch the 
cloud patterns in the sky and to not only look at objects 
arqund me, but to color them with imagination. He was 
also my hero. Once, when in search of giant puffball 
mushrooms, , I strayed too far from the camp. Jack found 
me and skillfully led me back to safety. But most 
importantly, Jack was my confidant. For hours I would 
chatter to him about what dress I planned to wear to the 
dance or how much I liked Pat'Boone's new record, "/pril 
Love." I could talk about anything to Jack. He always 
listened patiently. And, when I thought that life had 
definitely treated me unjustly, he would prance and strut 
in such an outrageously silly manner that I would laugh 
away my gloom. 

Unfortunately, Jack grew to adulthood more quickly that 
I. When his attention turned to Jacqueline, I must admit 
that I was more than alittle jealous. However, a house 
was soon built for him next to ours. When Doug, Susie, 
and Baby Jack Junior came along, his new family became 
mi ne, too. 



Now as I sit beside the weathered rock over his grave, 
my memory allows me to again visualize Jack with his 
overly large ears that seemed to accentuate his stubby, 
bowed legs. I can also see his coal-colored hair that 
was invariably in disarry and his dark, laughing eyes 
that a lways warmed me. Pg 1 ow wi th remembrance of our 
time shared, I gently brush the soil from the stonels 
inscription. I smile as I read, liMy friend--my dog, 
Jack. 11 
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It is a beautiful day for a leisurely stroll in the woods, 
with nature, solitude, my senses and my innermost thoughts 
to accompany me. The day is light-jacket crisp but with a 
strong hint of the approaching winter. 

Nature has prepared a special autumn premiere showing that 
is free for the asking. It's time to be seated, the show 
is about to begin. A stump or a fallen log serve as nature's 
bleachers. 

The harmony, perclslog, color, and balance of theme, in 
nature, hold the mind and soul in spellbound anticipation 
and wonderment. The symphony and ballet of nature engulf 
all of the body's senses and lift them to dizzying heights 
of pleasure and relaxation. 

The stage is set, the woods are ablaze with the brilliant 
russets, crimsons, and golds, which are then mellowed by the 
subtle umbers and browns. The gentle breeze wafts the aroma 
of butning leaves, from far off. 

A woodpecker taps a tree, reminding me of a conductor 
preparing to warm up the orchestra in preparation for the 
performance. The music of nature calms, soothes, and re~axes 
the mind and body. The strains swell with the blending of 
the following sounds: the wind rustles gently through the 
drying leaves, there is the rush of small animals scurrying 
about, the chattering of squirrels, the distant barking of 
a dog, the fluttering wings and wild call of all the species 
of migrating fowl, the swishing of the upper branches in the 
wind, the calm bubbling of water over the stones in the 
winding brook, and the violin-tones of lingering crickets 
and grasshoppers, and the basal tones of the bullfrog in 
a nearby pond. These tones combine' to form a melody which 
even the greatest orchestra leader must appreciate in a 



wistful manner of respect and admiration. 

The Ballet company makes its entrance. The first preformer 
is a gentle doe who ambulates unafraid and with a proud 
and steady gait past my ~antage point. A family of squir rels 
bus ily gathe r ing a bounty of nuts for winter storage, 
cha t t e r ing al l t he while. One of the squirrels drops a nut 
near my foot, as if i nviting me to sample t he ta s tes that 
natu re i s provi d i ng of t h i s wonde rous day . Those migra ti ng 
birds dri f t, gli de , an d sway with f orm and rhythm t ha t 
would be envied by any human ballet company counterpart. 

The symphony of nature has lifted the mind, soul, and spirits 
of this weary refugee, from the pressures of civilization, 
to the point of peace and contentment. It is with much 
reluctance, that I arise and leave this special place, but 
the inpending darkness closes the curtain on another of 
nature's spectacular productions . 

Take heart, my friend, for I shall return to this spot 
many times to watch and listen as Mother Nature plays out 
her never-ending dramas of season and life. My wish for 
you, is that you, too, will someday find a special place 
of your own where you can take the time to enjoy the 
true essence of life. 

· El~a M. McLaughlin 

flt/l/d 6'1 

~JltllttJ 1t t/1!%1t lIty 

3/ 



Old Lady Tyndale prized her silver tea set above everything. 
It was an heirloom, easily traceable back four or five 
generations, and she could (and often did) speak with warm 
rapture of a faded social prestige in which it first 'made 
its appearance at a fashionable soiree of her wealthy 
Philadelphian forbears. It caused me a great deal of 
anguish and concern-- so much so, in fact, that I stalked 
the streets for two nights ravenous with hunger before I 
saw the dire necessity of borrowing it. It would have 
broken her heart had she heard the pawnbrokerls judgement-
"antiquated, of little use, an inexpensive alloy with silver 
plating--four dollars. 11 I know it would have crushed her; 
it very nearly did me in. I cajoled and pleaded, cursed 
and spat, but took the four dollars at last and promised 
to revenge myself upon this greedy scoundrel at some future 
date. 

It was a meagre sum. Indeed, a pittance. But I am an 
accomplished fellow at stretching money until my pockets 
wear thin. Six full days passed before the dreadful need 
set in again. fud if I had been apprehended lifting that 
loaf of bread at the market day before yesterday--as I 
very nearly was-my problems would have been solved for a 
time. Very unsatisfactorily, itls true, for I tend to 
become melancholic and pine away in captivity. 

So I possessed the need and the knowledge of the means 
required; all that was lacking was my benefactor. This 
could prove to be a bit of a problem. My neighborhood was 
heavily played out, as I well knew, and I have always 
harbored a dislike, you might very accurately say fear, 
toward being forced through necessity into unknown regions. 
Itls so easy to find yourself run up a tree in an un
familiar area. And the police tend to disapprove of the 
poor forag i ng outs i de the i r 1 i mi ts. . 



Giving the "No ,Access" street sign a healthy sideways 
kick with my foot to wake it up, I turned into the entrance 
of the ragged brownstone where I spend most of my time. 
The hallway was dark and shabby, giving no lie to the 
impression presented to be had from without. I stood for 
a minute to adjust my eyes to the light when I noticed 
curious Mr. Holzart stepping outside his door and turning 
to lock it. He turned half around, but then turned back and 
gave the door a shove to make sure it was locked. Quickly 
and with as little noise as possible, I jumped up the 
stairs two at a time and was sprawled on my bed before I 
heard the entrance door close lightly behind him. Of all 
the tenants in this building, he was the only one to 
command my respect. There is a special saintliness in quie~ 
sel~sufficient people which I admire greatly. Closing my 
eyes for a short nap, I considered how delightfully un
assuming and, you might almost say, eccentric Holzart was. 
After a rest, I made up my mind to visit his humble abode. 

When I awoke it was that period at dusk when city dwellers 
breathe the cool air and half-wi llingly smile at their 
neighbors. Makihg my way downstairs, I heard a group 
conversin'g lightly outside on the steps. Like a shadow 
slipped easily into Holzart's room. I stood inside the door 
for a moment to catch the feeling of the place. Across 
from me there appeared to be a pulsating white mass. It 
would sort of glow brightly for a minute, then dim. I 
thought that it must be some trick my eyes were playing on 
me, so I rubbed them until there were glowing spots when 
I looked around again. But it was still there. And now 
and again there were two blue spots that were going on and 
off at the top of the whitishness. I approached it care
fully with one hand extended in f-ront of me. It became 
brighter, and just as I was about to touch it, there was a 
flurry of unearthly noise and a flash of light that left 
me ree 1 i ng. 

"Seems that your share of mank i nd I s scanty virtues is not 
an especially heavy burden." 



I looked in the direction of his voice, spoken so 
casually, and there stood a .•. well, it's difficult to 
describe and even more difficuJt to believe, but there 
was this thing ... an animal, or rather half-an-animal. 
It was a lion with a manls head and a tail like a 
scorpion, and it was lying in one of the armchairs switching 
its tail back and forth like a mischievous kitten. 

"Besides obviously lacking any vestige of honesty, it 
seems as if your virginity is a bit tattered, shall we say. 
What's the matter, my good fellow? Have you never seen the 
likes of me? Well, well, perhaps not. Allow me to intro
duce myself. I am Grimauld. Pod you are .... 11 

"Jake," I managed to jerk out of my sheer terror. 

"A1, Jake, a simple name, a bit colorless, but probaPJly 
suits you perfectly. No~ Jake--Jake, short for Jacob? Yes? 
Well then, I I 11 call you Jacob. Has more style, much more 
heartiness, you know--Now) Jacob, there is really no need 
to stand there cowering--we shan't eat you, you know, 
leastways I won I t. 11 

I tried to look more relaxed, but 11m afraid my heart 
wa s'n I tin it. 

lIyou realize that you have scared away poor gentle Laura. 
She is a most beautiful unicorn, and it's ~art of her nature 
to be tepelled by non-virgins. I rather imagine youlve given 
her as much a start as youlve received yourself. On the 
whole, welre not accustomed to unannounced visitors." 

I stood there entranced by the ramblings of this strange 
creature. Behind him I noticed a high bookcase which held 
an array of large bulky volumes and cadaver-filled bottles 
such as you could see for a quarter in the freak exhibits 
at the traveling carnivals. 

IIPh, forgive me, forgive me. I have failed to introduce 
you to the various reposing members of the good doctor's 



menagerie. 11 Arching his back and stretching with 
vuluptuous feline grace, Grimauld motioned with one 
forepaw for me to come closer. I approached curiously, 
but ready to snap back like a springboard. "Here we 
have an aged griffin, quite a terror in his time but now 
as timid as a dormouse; and several jars here which appear 
to be cloudy are actually a family--minus--one of wraiths; 
and this hairy little beast here is the embryo of a royal 
line of Potsdam loup-garous; and here" (pointing to a 
tiny jar in which I could see nothing but a few ashes) 
"is the doctor's pride and joy." 

He seemed prepared to wait forever for my inquiry, so I 
got it over quickly by asking what it might be. 

"Who was the fool who proclaimed the blessedness of the 
ignorant? Have you no idea?" I was dumbfounded and it 
showed. "This, my led," he went on, "is nothing less than 
the ashes of the legendary phoenix--that surpassingly 
beautiful bird which consumed itself in fire after 500 
years and rose renewed from its ashes. The doctor 
captured it long ago at what you might call its moment of 
truth and, in so doing, deprived the world of one of its 
nobler splendours. Of all that the doctor has done, the 
justification of this one act alone has not been revealed 
to me. Undoubtly, he has reasons, but I cannot accept them-
whatever they may be. To so brazenly enslave one of the 
links to my--I could as easily say--our past through man's 
detestable instinct to collect and catalogue ... ah, well, 
perhaps now that you're here we might be able to ..• " 

The ra~ping noise of a key searching for the lock inter
rupted him. Our eyes met with what seemed to me to be a 
secret agreement, and Grimault hastily shoved me toward 
a closed door to my left. I slipped inside and pushed the 
door to behind me. It was a stark, bare room with a 
guttering candle on a table in the middle of the floor. 
In the corner there lay curled a huge man restiny his 
grotesque bearded head on his arms. The single eye in his 
forehead squinted at me. 

.. 
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Driving the 01 I Questing Beast in the winter is a compel
ling lesson in the foolishness of attempting cold weather 
survival. She runs fine and only grumbles casually when 
you have the audacity to wake her after she's rested in 
some wind-blast, cold-infested spot for a few hours of 
eternity. fud, of course, her jOints are a bit stiff and 
ache some when you rumble over a railroad crossing or dodge 
to avoid on chuckhole so that you can test her agility at 
hopping irrigation ditches. But that's to be expected and 
accepted. What is unkind and thoughtless of her is how 
she frosts up on all of the windows and refuses to be 
reasonable about it. Not content to be merely "frosted 
up", she deposits layer upon layer of unchippable, unscrape
able ice, so thick that it is impossible to gain more~than 
a porthole or two to peer out of. 

Tonight after. work was no different. I scraped away at the 
windshield with little improvement until my fingertips 
-informed me that it was time to move on. I flicked the lights 
on, shifted into gear, and maneuvered around the corner into 
the alley with all the grace and precision of a barge. A 
car followed me through the alley while I cursed his insolence 
and lack of imagination. I hate being followed when 11m 
having to struggle to see what's in front of me, let alone 
worrying about the fool nudging me from behind. 

Right on Evanston half a block to the light. Itls still 
green and I scamper through it turning left onto 46th. 
Scraping my windshield up to the stop light on Keystone. 
Course I hit it just right so that I have to sf t through 
an entire pattern. Finally it changes and I turn right, 
swinging wide into the left-hand lane partly because thatls 
the lane I want and partly because I don't want to hit the 
curb, whose whereabouts is merely conjecture and hope. 
Flashing red and white 1 ights behinc;f me. I pullover and 
stop, blindly. Itls not the ambulance I had hoped it was 



for it stops behind me. All is lost. I get out and walk 
back to the patrol car, mustering my fading diginity and 
attempting to look properly remorseful. 

How can you see out of that windshield?--It's not easy, 
accompanied with a sickly smile.--I was watching you back 
there ... what were you doing?--I work at the warehouse there. 
I'd just got back and parked the truck.--Identification. 
Take it out. What business is it you have there?--McElnod's 
Supplies.--Okay, pullover there and let it warm up awhile. 

Keystone Avenue at the rush hour. And he wants me to pull 
across two lanes of traffic into a parking lot which appears " 
to be on the other side of the world, trusting in the 
courtesy of my fellow man not to further cripple and lame 
the poor, sightless Beast. I murmur brave incantations to 
her and she begins to move, only to be jerked to a halt by 
a barrage of horns and screaming tires. The flashing red 
light comes on again, and he angles across the road to block 
the traffic for me. I toss the reins to the Beast and she 
jumps "into the parking lot, giving second thoughts to a 
possible skirmIsh with a phone booth which impolitely re
fuses to yield. 

After sitting for a time (which can be translated as waiting 
until the cop is out of sight), I went home. The image 
of that officer in his warm, heated patrol car, laughing 
as he stopped traffic for me, little warms the cockles of 
my heart. 

La r ry Atwood * * * * 



He was happy in his modern, automated world or at least 
that is what he thought. Everything of his pleasure was 
at the convenience of a brain wave. If he wanted food or 
wine or a cigarette all he had to do was think it. tnd 
he didn't need to think of every little detail because 
they were already "pre-thought". If he forgot to think 
of what he wanted for breakfast, a tone would sound and 
without any consciousness what he wanted would be cooked. 

Machinery did everything, as well at his work. He, an 
engineer, who at one time needed a pencil and paper for 
thinking now merely needed an idea and a computer would 
transform it into a product of his thought. Even the 
laborers thought out their work; each factory worker 
lined up next to each other thinking a separate and in
dividual assembly step. Every machine needed a brain 
wave from a human; every human a machine to work-out his 
thoughts. 

Not only labor but man1s arts could be produced by a 
single thought. Ml he needed to do was think an abstract 
in a phrase or a picture in his mind and it was produced. 
The artwo~k was sometimes produced in plastic sculpture, 

- sometimes designed acrylic on a canvas-like surface. 
The literature, in prose, poem or play, was recorded onto 
a brain wave tape --to be ,played to soothe or tickle the 
mind whenever it was rethought. He could even communicate 
in this matter far much faster than printed letter or 
spoken phrase because he could be anywhere to communicate, 
without a single word spoken. 

He thought a tear. A machine produced a single drop upon 
his face. He was angered; it was promptly wiped off. He 
produced his own tear and it streaked down his face. He 
thought of how tired he was of this automation; a computer 
stopped clicking and groaned. He thought about a time 
when he did everything himself. He cried without the aid 
of a machine. The chair he was seated in reclined; he 



looked at the ceiling. He knew he could not go back; 
he thought his last thought. 

He was killed easily and quickly, left to lie there 
until someone else came along ..•...• 

to think. 

by 
Jill K. Krider 
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